
…When tuned for throughput, a gaming application can process 
in excess of  hundred thousand transactions per second. An e-
commerce engine authored using The X Platform™ can serve 
millions of  web customers concurrently experiencing less than 
100 millisecond response times. 
 
 
 
Applications authored using The X Platform™ perform at above 
rates without any data or message loss in the face of  process, 
machine, network or data center failures. Recovery times in the 
event of  a process failure is in the order or milliseconds. 
 
 
 
Applications architected using The X Platform™ use sophisticated 
message routing and data gravity architectural techniques to 
partition data and process messages in concurrent “swim lanes”. 
Partitioning is performed along a business metric, thus allowing 
for the system to linearly scale as the business demand grows. 
 
 
 
A production class enterprise application can be authored using 
The X Platform™ in days to weeks depending on the complexity of  
the business logic being developed. One of  our customers 
authored a fully fault tolerant, highly performant application on 
The X Platform™ in two hours and moved the application to 
production through QA in less than a week! 
 
 
 

The X Platform™ supports an evaluation, free, and commercial 
license. An evaluation license is a full featured license that allows 
you to evaluate The X Platform™ for a period of  90 days. A free 
license is a production worthy license that allows you to use The X 
Platform™ to build applications that use a maximum of  two 
processes with a maximum of  8Gb heap on each process. A 
commercial license is a customized license depending on your 
needs and the pattern of  use of  The X Platform™. 

 
The X Platform™ is a platform for building high performance, 
always available, in-memory enterprise applications. 
 
 
 
 
The X Platform™ is designed for high performance, mission 
critical, transactional enterprise applications. Examples of  such 
applications include financial trading engines, next generation e-
commerce engines, massive multi-player gaming engines, and ad 
bidding engines. These applications are characterized by being 
highly interactive with their environment, maintaining mission 
critical enterprise state and the need to be highly performant, 
available and scalable. These characteristics serve as the defining 
characteristics of  X applications. 
  
 
 
The X Platform™ not only enables you to build very fast, reliable 
and scalable applications but also, very importantly, enables you 
to build and maintain them very easily and in an agile manner 
allowing enterprise applications to keep pace with the ever-
evolving demands of  a modern enterprise. Using memory 
oriented computing techniques, The X Platform™, for the first 
time ever, enables applications to be built such that the business 
does not have to compromise of  any of  the core non-
functional elements of  an enterprise application – performance, 
reliability, scalability and agility. This is the true promise of  the 
revolution of  memory oriented computing that The X Platform™ 
brings to your fingertips. 
 
 
 

The X Platform™ can be tuned for throughput or latency. 
Trading applications authored using The X Platform™ tuned for 
low latency exhibit less than 30 microsecond latencies for “tick 
2 trade” - from the point-in-time the trading engine makes the 
decision to trade, to the point-in-time the trade is on the wire 
on its way to the market… 

	  	  


